
Former  Pennsylvania
Congressman  and  Retired  US
Navy  Admiral  Joe  Sestak
says:”  Iran  fulfilled  its
part of the Nuclear Deal”.

Former Pennsylvannia Congressman and retired Naval Admiral Joe
Sestak
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Here’s former Pennsylvania Democratic Congressman and US Navy
Admiral Joe Sestak suggesting that Iran has met all of the
conditions for release of $100 billion in sequestered funds?
 Sestak is either desperate, myopic or both in the looming
electoral  battle  going  up  against  incumbent  Pennsylvania
Republican Senator Pat Toomey who beat him in a narrow 2010
race.   This  Washington  Free  Beacon  report  discusses  the
incredulity of Sestak’s remarks, Joe Sestak: ‘Iran Has Met Its
End of the Deal’.   Sestak’s assertions come in the face of
definitive  evidence  of  Iran’s  violation  of  UN  Resolutions
banning ballistic missile testing, which experts allege has
only purpose; fitting a nuclear warhead. 

Note these excerpts from the Washington Free Beacon report:

Sestak,  a  former  congressman  and  retired  Navy
admiral, praised the Iranian nuclear agreement and said
that halting plans to unfreeze Iranian assets would harm
both American and Israeli security.
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“Iran has met its end of the deal,” Sestak said. “For us
not to meet our end, or word, of the deal to unfreeze
assets will harm American and Israeli security.”

Sestak’s comment was in response to an criticism from its
allies on the nuclear deal in Congress.

Marc Dubowitz of the Washington, DC-based Foundation for the
Defense of Democracies, the sanctions expert of note replied:

Mark Dubowitz, executive director of the Foundation for
Defense of Democracies, said that Sestak’s remark makes
him an outlier even among Democrats.

“Most sensible Democrats are outraged that Iran is not
meeting  its  end  of  a  deal  under  which  Tehran  will
get hundreds of billions of dollars on the assumption that
it won’t build nuclear weapons,” Dubowitz said.

Sestak also
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